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Black Women For Wellness Sends Meg The Stallion A Message of Love, Support, and Healing Following Verdict

Los Angeles— A jury in Los Angeles found Daystar Peterson, better known as Tory Lanez, guilty on Friday of shooting a fellow artist, Megan Thee Stallion, in both feet after an argument. This conclusion of justice comes after two years of opposition and harassment in the court of public opinion towards Megan highlighting the societal tendency to dismiss the story and experiences of Black Women.

“We support, we listen to, and we trust Black Women. Meg Thee Stallion deserves all that from us. Too many Black women have been intimidated by public pressure by media by Black men BWW hopes this gives courage and strength to all the Black women and girls who needed this truth validated and who need their truths to step into their power” - Says Janette Robinson-Flint, Executive Director of Black Women For Wellness

In 2021 Black Women for Wellness was one of the organizations that benefited from Meg’s “Women On Top " initiative that works to empower women by supporting their education, organizations, charities and businesses with donations. Her contribution in partnership with Fashion Nova to help finance women entrepreneurs, female students, women-owned businesses and women-focused charities was a welcomed windfall.

Black Women For Wellness extended an open letter of love, support, and healing to Megan via their social media following the news of the guilty verdict on last Friday:

Dear @thestallion,

We believe you and we always have. Today, we celebrate your legal triumph as a small step toward justice. One verdict doesn’t diminish the harm done to you, but we hope that is the beginning of a healing process for you. May that healing fully restore your mind, body, and soul in every area that may require recovery.
Your story is fuel to empower our work to fight for all Black Women and Girls. We stand with you and every #Her like you. You are loved. You are valued. You have the weight of a sisterhood behind you. You have the power of the many Black Women who have had the courage to demand justice for the harm done to them who now serve as our ancestors on whose shoulders you stand.

We stand with you and we #BelieveBlackWomen. We have voiced this stance since the beginning alongside @southernblackgirls and a host of supporters. We remain steadfast in our support as you navigate the next part of this journey; closure.

Love, Black Women For Wellness